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Abstract-This paper presents an interesting and simple
energy management system for solar photovoltaic (PV)
charging system. The proposed topology use a power
electronic non—isolated unidirectional three port single
switch chopper configuration for efficient energy
conversion from PV. Random pulse width switching
techniques are implemented to trigger the proposed
configuration. RPWM technique is implemented to have
a check on electromagnetic interference. Comparison
with conventional PWM technique is carried out using
MatLab Simulations. Modeling of PV design is also
presented in this paper. Simulation and experimental
results obtained validate the reduction of conducted
EMI in the proposed configuration using adopted
switching technique.
Keywords – Photovoltaic, Random PWM, three port
Chopper

I. INTRODUCTION
Exploration Rovers are autonomous robots destined for
exploration of challenging environment far away from
ground control. The challenges up against the planetary
explorers are communication limitation; mobility and
environmental uncertainty. For efficient autonomous
examination, rovers must have ability to successfully
communicate with information, manage the energy
availability and navigate the unknown terrain by
negotiating obstacles in the route taken. The rovers must
constitute effective and high efficient electronics which
aids in the process of exploration and manage the energy
consumption along with energy utilized for navigation
purpose. The scope of the paper is limited to energy
management among electronics and drives used for
roving .The efficient utilization of stored energy plays a
vital role in competent operation of the sensors and
affiliated electronics. The power losses incurring at
various integration and power quality issues such as
harmonics, electromagnetic Interference (EMI) are to be
suppressed for long life operation.
Power electronic system comprises various isolated and
non-isolated chopper configuration and switching
techniques which primarily process power as per the
system requirement. Several Topologies aids to supply
the voltage and current level by their power switches
chopping high voltages and/or current when switched on
and off.

PWM (FPWM) schemes are frequently used which
suffer high value electromagnetic interferences (EMI)
due to the switching harmonics. The RPWM can
effectively spread the discrete spectral power over a
continuous spectrum and limit the EMI.
The purpose of this paper is to propose anenergy
management system incorporating a PV model along
with battery arrangement. A unidirectional three port
configuration (Single Input and Dual Output) is
proposed to store the solar energy into two different
energy storage devices which could be utilized for
different applications. The proposed configuration is a
non-isolated converter comprising a combination of cuk
– Boost Configuration and it uses only one power
switching device. Due to various computing advantages,
Field Programmable Gate Array is adopted for
controlling the power switch for various switching
techniques. The proposed configuration is tested with
two different loads with an assumption that the energy is
continuously discharging (i.e) the energy is utilized for
both navigating as well as for a sensor application. The
results of both simulation and experimental are given
and the resulting output voltagesare compared for Fixed
PWM and Random PWM. Moreover, simulation results
are tabulated to compare the results FPWM and RPWM
II. PV SYSTEM
With latest technological advancement in energy storage
technologies, power electronics converter configuration,
control and microelectronics, energy management
system in rovers kindles a lot of research interest in
recent times. PV modules are readily available in market
comparatively less when compared to others, solar
energy is only source of energy which can be effectively
utilized in the outer space, solar power is recognised as
the source for this purpose. PV modules are of free from
maintenance and with its integration capabilities and
conversion technologies energy management is very
much feasible.

For rover’s application, the requirement is to shrink the
size and weight of the converter, and the increase
switching frequency. The conventional fixed frequency
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behaviour of a PV model which varies due to
parameter’s like irradiance and temperature.

A. PV Modeling

Fig. 1. PV Modelling

Single diode modelling is one of the most popular
modelling methods used for PV modelling. Fig.1
represents the equivalent circuit representation of single
diode model to understand the behaviour of PV
Characteristics. The current Ipvn, diode current Id, series
resistance Rsand shunt Resistance (Rsh).
The output current of a PV Cell is computed by
applying KCL at a
(1)
The ideal diode current equation ‘ ’ is given as
1)

(2)

Where ’ is the reverse saturation current, ‘α’ is the
diode factor and ‘VT’ is the thermal voltage.
The thermal voltage subjected to any temperature is
given by

Fig. 2.Characteristics of PV Module.

The maximum power point (MPP) is an operating point
at which the power is maximum and this point varies
with changes in irradiance or temperature. To extract
maximum power at all times it is necessary to track the
MPP. The essential role of the MPPT is to track and
extract maximum power quickly and efficiently.
Various MPPT techniques has evolved during the last
decade which includes conventional methods such as
perturb and observe, incremental conductance, etc,. Soft
computing methods such as particle swarm
optimization, neural network, evolutionary algorithm
and fuzzy logics are also utilized for MPPT. These
advancements are helpful while extracting power at
unusual conditions such as partial shading. In this paper
perturb and observe technique is adopted for easier
understanding.
C. Conventional Configuration

(3)
Where ‘NS’ is the number of cells connected in series,
’K’ is the Boltzmann constant 1.3805*1023,’T’ I the
temperature at STC and ‘q’ is the charge of the electron
1.9*10-19 C. Sub Eq.(2) in (1), the output current of a
Single diode PV module is given as

(4)
Where ‘NSS’ and NPP are the number of cells
connected in series and parallel.
B. PV Characteristics & MPPT
The paper proposes a PV Standalone charger station
which could be further supported by extending energy
generation and energy storage devices. PV modules
adopted nowadays use poly-or mono- crystalline
technology. For the considered application of rovers, it
is proposed to connect the modules in series to achieve
required dc us voltage. The I-V (Current vs voltage)
Characteristics and P-V (Power Vs Voltage)
Characteristics are helpful for understanding the

Fig. 3.Chopper with PV Module

Theconventionalchopperconfigurations
areunidirectionalandtheyaresolelyutilizedtoextractmaxim
umpower fromthePV.This iscarried outbyregulating
voltage andcurrentlevelofthechopper suchthatitextracts
maximumpower
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III. PROPOSED CONFIGURATION AND MODES OF
OPERATION

Fig. 4. Proposed Configuration

Fig.4. represents the proposed configuration schematics.
The configuration consists of DC Chopper which has
single input and produces dual output. These are nonisolated converters which does not need transformer
action. The topology is obtained by combining Sepic
and Boost Chopper configurations. The main advantage
of this configuration is that there is only one switch
which is to be controlled, thereby reducing switch count
and losses occurring at the switch. Switching technique
adopted can be easily implemented since there is only
one switch.
The topology of the single input dual output SepicBoost chopper configuration is by the cascade
connection of a Sepic and Boost Configuration with
single switch arrangement. The proposed topology gives
two output voltage levels of different magnitude and
same polarity. The positive output step up voltage is
obtained from boost output and positive output step
down/ step up voltage is attained from SEPIC
configurations. Both the configurations use a common
ground reference switch. The SEPIC topology is an non
inverting chopper which has the output voltage and
input voltage same in polarity. The SEPIC uses
additional inductors and capacitors for energy storing
purpose. The modes of operation are explained by
taking two configurations separately.

Fig,5.Chopper Configuration

Fig. 6. Circuit Diagram of Proposed configuration

Mode I When S is ON
When S is triggered with suitable firing pulse, inductor
L1 is charged by the input voltage and inductor L2 is by
capacitor C1. Both the diode are in off position and the
output are maintained by the capacitors available across
the load. The energy stored in the capacitor is
discharged through the respective loads.
Mode II When S is OFF
Due to removal of the triggering pulse to switch, the
switch S is open circuited this makes the diode to
operate in their forward biased condition. Along with
the input voltage and current through inductor L1,
Capacitor C is charged which feeds the load. In SEPIC
configuration the diode gets switched on the inductor
current charges the capacitor and feeds the load. The
Output voltage from the SEPIC converter can be varied
by varying the duty cycle of the switch.
IV. RANDOM PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
Pulse Width Modulation Technique (PWM) is
conventionally used to govern and regulate the output
voltage. In PWM switching technique the duty cycle is
varied to realize the desired output voltage. Constant
values of duty cycle and switching frequency are
maintained during steady-state operation, In order to
limit the conducted electromagnetic interference and to
spread noise spectrum over a long range, random
switching technique or spread spectrum technique which
is widely used. The random switching technique
adopted for the proposed configuration comes under the
classification of fixed carrier frequency random
switching. In conventional PWM technique the delay to
the start of each cycle (εk) is zero and the other
parameters such as switching period (Tk), on-time (αk)
and the duty cycle (dk) are kept constant. Figure 5
defines the switching pattern of chopper converter
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulation was carried out using MatLab Simulink
module. The chopper configuration was tested for two
different switching techniques out of which RPWM
showed better results comparatively hence experimental
setup was developed only for the proposed
configuration.

Fig. 7. Switching Pattern

Fig. 9.Matlab Model for PV Module

Fig. 8. Generation of PWM using Triangular Wave

In Random Pulse Width Modulation technique
(RPWM), the pulse width varies in each switching
cycle. The average turn-on is equal to the required duty
cycle. In RPWM αk is randomized and hence the duty
cycle is randomized (dk= αk/ Tk). The other parameter
such as εk is zero and Tk is kept constant. The RPWM
technique exhibit fixed frequency characteristics. The
approach used is to randomly vary the period of the
triangular carrier wave. The carrier wave must have
linearity and it must have straight line segments. It is
assumed that the instantaneous carrier frequency fcr is
always larger than command frequency fco. The
instantaneous value of carrier frequency can be given as

Fig. 10. Characteristics of PV Module

Theproposedconfigurationusesa
seriesconnectedPVmoduleinordertogeneratemorevoltage.
Theproposed
configurationwascarriedoutwiththreemoduleandthe
resultsobtainedarepresentedinfigure9.

(5)
Where the change in the frequency is given by
Fig. 11. Characteristics of Cascaded PV Module

(6)
Where fco is the average value of the period and n(t) is a
random variable between -1 and +1
TABLE I Switching Schemes
Switching
Schemes
Conventional
PWM
RPWM

dk = αk /

Tk=1/Fk

αk

εk

Fixed

Fixed

zero

Fixed

Fixed

varying

zero

varying

Tk

Aninputvoltageof10Vwasgivenastheinput.We
obtainedtwooutputvoltagesoftwodifferentmagnitudesan
d
polarityfromeachoftheconverters.FromtheBoostconverte
r,theoutputvoltageobtainedwas30Vwithpositive
polarityandinCukconverterside,negativeoutputvoltageof
26Vwasobtained.Theobtainedresultsarepresented
below.
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Fig.12. Input Voltage and Output Voltages

Fromtheoutputobtained
itcanbeseenthattwooutputvoltages
areobtained
whichcanbeusedtofeedtwo
differentloadsandtheenergylossestakingplacethroughtr
ansmission
canbereduced.Numberofswitches
hasbeenreducedtherebyreducingswitchcountandharmo
nics.ByadoptingRPWMtechniqueitisunderstoodthroug
h
literaturesurveythattheconductedelectromagneticinterfe
renceis
alsolimitedwhencomparedtoconventional
switchingtechniques.
VI.

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

In randomized modulation schemes, the spectrum is
random and varying each time. Considering random
process theory, the obvious quantity to analyze is
randomized switching setup in the power spectrum. The
proposed modulation scheme has leveled power
spectrums against the normal PWM, where the
switching power is dissipated in discrete multiples of the
switching frequency. The figure 13 shows spreading of
the PSDs are a proof for reaching reduced conductive
EMI.

Thehardware consistsofarectifier unitwhichprovides
directsupplytotheSepicBoostConfiguration.
Two
differentloadsweretakenforconsiderationanditconstitutedo
famotorloadandalightload.

VII.

CONCLUSION

Thepaperpresentedasimulatedandexperimentalapproachfor
thecomparisonoftwoswitchingtechniquesPWM
andRPWMtechniquesfortheSIDOconfiguration.Experime
ntalresultsareprovidedfortheproposedconfiguration.
ThroughrigorousliteraturesurveyitisfoundthatRPWMswitc
hingtechniqueisbetterthantheconventionalPWM
switchingtechniquewhileeliminatingconductedelectromag
neticinterference
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